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WE KNOW MANY
PROFESSIONS
Director (member of the board of a company)
labourer (does hard, physical work)

Administrator (person who runs the
office day-today)

Public relations officer (gives information to the press, TV, etc. about
the company)
Supervisor (makes sure workers are doing their job properly)
Sales assistant (sells goods to the public)
Economist (expert in financial matters)

Receptionist (visitors must check in with
them)

Research-worker (investigates and develops
new products)

BUT I WANT TO BECOME …

… A COMPUTER
PROGRAMMER
I am interested in computers. It is a whole
new world.
My hobby is computer games and
computer programming. I
have computer at home and can spend hours
working
it. in the age of information.
of modern technology.
We areatliving
I think
that the
profession
of programmer
I think that the future is
just filled
with
computers.
canIgive
After I finish school
wantmany
to enter the university and study
opportunities. Computers are the most
computer science
rapidly changing sphere

SO WE MUST KNOW ENGLISH
GRAMMAR

GRAMMAR REFERENCE
Have to, don’t have to
Affirmative Police officers have to wear a uniform
Negative Teachers don’
don’t have to wear a uniform
Do police officers have to wear a
Question uniform
Short answers Yes, they do. / No, they don’
don’t

We use have to to talk about things which
are obligatory or necessary
We use don’
don’t have to to talk about things
which are not obligatory or necessary.

Must, mustn’t

We use must to talk about rules,
regulations and obligations.

Affirmative Police officers must wear a uniform.
Negative You mustn’
mustn’t smoke at school.

We use mustn’
mustn’t to talk about
prohibitions.

Should, shouldn’t
Affirmative
Negative
Question
Short
answers

You should work hard
You shouldn’
shouldn’t worry if you make a
mistake
Should you wear formal clothes for an
interview?
Yes, you should.
should / No, you shouldn’
shouldn’t

Must is not very common in the
question form.
We usually use have to.
to
We use should and shouldn’
houldn’t to give ask for
advice and recommendations.

GRAMMER in USE
Exercise 1

Exercise 2

Complete the sentence with a word
from the box

Choose the alternative which
describes the meaning of the sentence.

have
to ____________ go to school on
1. Children
mustn
must/hav
Monday.
’have
t ___________
e toto/must copy in exams.
2. You
mustn__________________work
’
3. Doctors
hard.
tshoul
4. You
__________________wear good
dclothes if you work in a bank.
shoul
5. You____________
use a mobile phone in a
dnmustn
’t
’
plane.
t

1. You don’
don’t have to be an expert to use
noa
computer. ______________
obligatio
obligat
n
2. Doctors have to work at unusual times.
ion
prohibit
______________
ion
recommend
3. You mustn’
mustn’t come home late.
ation
no
______________
obligatio
obligat
4. You should write down new vocabulary.
nion
prohibit
______________
____
ion
5. Your essay doesn’
doesn’t have to be perfect.
advice
______________
6. You must try your best.
______________
BOX
obligation
7. You mustn’
’t start cryingnowhen
things go
mustnobligation
prohibition
wrong
______________
8. You shouldn’
bed late the night before
shouldn’t go torecommendation
advice
an
exam.

6. You ____________ take a good book with
you.
7. You _____________
do’tthis
jobtoif you
like
BOX
have to don’
have
must
don
at home
mustn’
t
mustn’staying
8. Visitors ____________should
talk inshouldn’
a loud voice
’t
shouldn
or shout because it is
prohibited.

Thanks to true knowledge you will be
much more courageous and more perfect
in each work than without it
Albrecht
Durer

